A month of major milestones was headlined by the official launch of para teqball, which further highlights FITEQ’s commitment to being a sport for all. FITEQ also published its Sustainable Development Handbook, which is a practical guide to help the teqball family be more environmentally and socially conscious. The Teqball Roadshow continued across Africa, with General Secretary Marius Vizer Jr leading FITEQ’s efforts to accelerate National Federation development. Competitions were held in four continents, including Asia’s first National Challenger Series event, held in India. In more sombre news, FITEQ mourned the loss of György Gattyán Sr, the first ever Hungarian Teqball Federation President and a major contributor to the sport’s growth in recent years.

#WorldIsCurved #StaySafe #StayTeq

FITEQ is delighted to announce that all of its web content is now available in French, following the professional translation of the FITEQ website. In addition to this, FITEQ will also respond to all automatic communication from the teqball family in French.

FITEQ is delighted to have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Uzbekistan Ministry of Education, focused on developing the world’s fastest growing sport throughout the country to help inspire future generations to live healthier and more active lifestyles.
FITEQ OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED PARA TEQBALL

The International Federation of Teqball (FITEQ) is delighted to announce the official launch of para teqball, paving the way for elite parasport athletes to excel in international competitions and for grassroots players all around to be inspired to try the world’s fastest growing sport.

HUNGARIAN MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND TRADE VISITED NATIONAL TEQBALL FEDERATION OF JAPAN

Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Peter Szijjartó visited Japan, where he met with representatives of the National Teqball Federation of Japan, expressing the value the sport can bring to the next generation of athletes and sport enthusiasts.

FITEQ PUBLISHED SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT HANDBOOK TO INSPIRE TEQBALL FAMILY

The International Federation of Teqball (FITEQ) has published a Sustainable Development Handbook to support all teqball stakeholders in their efforts to be more environmentally and socially conscious.

TEQBALL ROADSHOW IN FULL SWING FROM MADAGASCAR TO SOUTH AFRICA

The Teqball Roadshow is in full swing, with the team, led by General Secretary Marius Vizer Jr, arrived in South Africa on 31 March after concluding a successful visit to Madagascar.
INDIA HOSTED ASIA’S FIRST NATIONAL CHALLENGER SERIES

Asia’s first National Challenger Series event was organized on 26 March, as athletes took place on the court in India. Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, teqball has made significant progress in Asia thanks to FITEQ’s National Federation Development Programme.

USNTF AND US SOCCER FOUNDATION PARTNER TO INCREASE ACCESS TO SPORTS OPPORTUNITIES IN AMERICA

The US National Teqball Federation (USNTF) and the US Soccer Foundation have announced a new, two-year partnership that aims to achieve their shared goal of improving children’s lives through playing sport.

FITEQ MOURNS THE LOSS OF FIRST EVER HUNGARIAN TEQBALL FEDERATION PRESIDENT

FITEQ is saddened to share the news that György Gattyán Sr, the first ever Hungarian Teqball Federation President, has passed away aged 78. The global teqball community’s deepest sympathies are with Mr Gattyán Sr’s family and close friends during this difficult time.

TEQBALL CHALLENGER CUPS

Phoenix, USA
Phoenix, USA - All Female
Biskek, Kyrgyzstan
Cincinnati, USA
Cincinnati, USA - All Female
NATIONAL CHALLENGER SERIES

Ivory Coast - Round 1 & 2
Sierra Leone - Round 1 & 2
Djibouti - Round 2 & 3
Madagascar - Round 3 & 4
India - Round 1 & 2
Bulgaria - Round 1